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SUMMARY
Wheat is the most important crop in Eastern Oregon. About a

million and a quarter acres are annually devoted to raising wheat in
the eighteen counties east of the Cascade Mountains.

Wheat is principally grown after summer fallow. The area sown
to wheat, exclusive of the summer-fallowed area, is about equal to that
of all other cereals and forage crops combined.

Winter wheat generally outyields spring wheat, except under irri-
gation.

Nearly all Eastern Oregon soils are adapted to wheat growing. On
the lighter soils of the drier areas, wheat has been found to be the farm.
er's most profitable crop.

PREPARATION OF SOIL FOR GROWING WHEAT AFTER FALLOW

Experiments at the Moro Station show that fall disking of stubble
reduces wheat yields. Spring disking before early spring plowing also
does not pay.

Spring disking before late spring plowing kills weeds, saves moist-
ure, and increases yields.

Burning stubble is likely to deplete the soil of needed vegetable
matter and ultimately cause it to run together and be more subject to
washing and gullying. Stubble should never be burned in the fall.
The standing stubble holds snow and aids in getting moisture into the
soil.

Highest yields and best quality of wheat are produced on early-
spring-plowed summer fallow. Careful experiments at Moro for nine
years have proved that the average yields of winter wheat after early
spring plowing were 6.3 bushels an acre mOre than after late spring
plowing and 2.3 bushels an acre more than after medium early spring
plowing.

The total increase in yield for early over late plowing in nine years
was 56.7 bushels an acre, or the equivalent of two and one-half years of
crop on late glowing.

Fall plowing and medium early spring plowing for summer fallow
give similar yields.

Late spring plowing for fallow produces low yields and soft wheat.
The nine-year average yield of ten-inch over five-inch plowing at

Moro was only .9 bushel of wheat.
Mold-board plowing in the fall gave slightly higher yields of winter

wheat than disk plowing in the fall at Moro.
The summer fallow should be cultivated frequently enough and in a

manner to prevent weed growth and maintain a cloddy mulch.
The use of the subsurface packer at Moro did not increase wheat

yields. The surface packer gave only slightly increased yields.

SEED TREATMENT

All present commercial wheat varieties should be carefully treated
for stinking smut. For sowing in dry soil, the bluestone treatment is
best. Formaldehyde-treated seed should be sown soon after treatment
and in moist soil.



Some smut-immune and several highly smut-resistant winter wheats
have been produced at the Moro Station.

TIME, RATE, AND DEPTH OF SowING WHEAT

Good, uniform stands of spring or winter wheat are always desir-
able. Thin or irregular stands encourage weed growth and reduce yields.

Early sowing of winter wheat at four to five pecks of treated seed
an acre gave the highest yields at Moro. Generally deep seeding of
winter wheat should be avoided.

Early sowing of spring wheat always pays. Most spring varieties
should be sown at four to five pecks an acre. Large kerneled varieties,
like Early Baart, should be sown thicker.

CULTIVATION OF THE GROWING CROP

Harrowing winter wheat in the spring generally reduces yields. The
nine-year average yield of winter wheat at Moro was reduced one bushel
an aae by spring harrowing. In three of these years an increased yield
was obtained from the harrowed grain and in the other six years a
decreased yield. If winter wheat is harrowed in the spring it should
be done when the soil is not badly crusted or when the crust has been
softened by rain.

WHEAT VARIETIES

There are forty-one commercial wheat varieties grown in Eastern
Oregon. These could profitably be reduced to not over seven.

The results of a varietal trial with forty-one wheat varieties at the
Moro Station are shown in Table XI on page 27.

The highest-yielding winter wheats were Kharkov, Argentine, Turk-
éy No. 1571, Hybrid 123, and Hybrid 12S. A brief description of these
varieties is given on pages 26 to 29.

The results of a varietal trial with spring wheat are given in Table
XII. Early Baart, Hard Federation, and Federation spring wheats dis-
tributed from the Moro Station have practically replaced Pacific Blue-
stem spring wheat, the commonly grown variety in Eastern Oregon, with
an increase in yield of from 20 to 30 percent.

A comparison of the milling and baking values of five winter and
five spring wheats is shown in Table XIII. Winter wheat produced more
bushels to the acre but was not of as good milling quality as spring
wheat. Kharkov was the best milling winter wheat variety. Hard Fed-
eration, Federation, and Early Baart are good milling spring wheats.



Wheat Growing After Fallow
in Eastern Oregon

By

D. E. STEPHENS and G. R. HYSLOP

INTRODUCTION
Wheat is the most important farm crop in Eastern Oregon. In the

eighteen counties east of the Cascade Mountains there were in 1919, ac-
cording to the United States Bureau of Census, more than 700,000 acres
devoted to the raising of wheat for seed. There were also about 127,000
acres of cereals, mostly wheat, cut for forage. As practically' all wheat
grown in this section is alternated with fallow, there were in 1919 at
least 1,250,000 acres of land devoted to wheat raising for seed and per-
haps an additional 100,000 acres were cut for hay. According to the
census figures, the acreage in barley ranked second for the cereals in
these counties with approximately 52,000 acres, rye third with 36,000
acres, and oats fourth with 32,700 acres.

There were also in these counties about 500,000 acres devoted to for-
age crops other than cereals. The acreage in wheat for seed and hay,
exclusive of the fallowed area, therefore, was about equal to that of
all other cereals and forage crops combined.

In Table I is given the annual and average production of spring and
winter wheat* for each county in Oregon for the years 1919 to 1921,
inclusive. There were six counties in the State with an average annual
production in excess of a million bushels of wheat. Each of these coun-
ties was in Eastern Oregon. In total average production for the three
years, the counties rank as follows: Umatilla, Sherman, Morrow, Gilliam,
Wasco, Union.

The total average production of winter wheat in the State for the
three years was about four and one-half times the total production of
spring wheat. In most counties of the State, winter wheat considerably
outyields spring wheat, as is shown in Table II. In the counties of
high altitude where wheat is grown under irrigation the average acre
yield of spring wheat is better than that of winter wheat.

Since the Moro Experiment Statont was established, methods for
culture of wheat in the Columbia Basin have changed largely because
of practices worked out at the Experiment Station and varieties proved
or introduced by it.

The wheat crop of the Columbia Basin in Oregon is now much more
certain than formerly. Yields are higher, and due to new summer-fallow

5Production data furnished by F. L. Kent, Agricultural Statistician, Bureau of
Markets and Crop Estimates, United States Department of Agriculture.

tThe Branch Experiment Station at Moro in Sherman County was established in
1909. It is maintained cooperatively by the State of Oregon, through legislative appro-
priation, and by the United States Department of Agriculture, through appropriation by
the Office of Cereal Investigations of the Bureau of Plant Industry. The soil is a rep-
resentative silt loam type of the Columbia Basin uplands and varies in depth from four
to seven feet to the basalt. The annual average precipitation at Moro is 11.53 inches,
practically all of which falls from September to June, inclusive. The average evaporation
from a free-water surface for a seven-month period, April to October, inclusive, 15 44.89
inches. The average frost-free period at Moro is 145 days.



TABLE I. ANNUAL AND AVERAGE PRODUCTION, TN BUSHELS, OF WINTER AND SPRING WHEAT IN OREGON, BY COUNTIES,
FOR THE YEARS 1919 TO 1921, INCLUSIVE

0'

County --
1919

-Winter
1920

wheat- --..-
1921

- -
Average

-
1919

- -----Spring wheat-
1920 1921

-- -
Average

Three-
year av-
erage, all

wheat

Western Oregon-
bu. bu. bu. bu. bu. bu. bu. bu. bu.

Benton 276,940 217,316 135,000 209,752 96,180 108,000 78,000 94,060 303,812
Clackamas 593,236 502,500 378,000 491,245 66,976 66,930 80,000 71,302 562547
Clatsop 2,160 1,560 1,250 1,657 651 750 500 634 2,291
Columbia 23,374 25,500 20,000 22,958 9,984 12,000 8,000 9,995 12,953
Coos 1,392 2,400 3,000 2,264 2,898 8,100 6,250 5,749 8,013
Curry 405 750 625 593 39 200 500 240 839
Douglas 178,470 155,200 175,000 169.557 65,925 67,200 60,000 64,375 233,932
Jackson 129,087 244,000 143,000 172,029 14,196 48,900 24,000 28,032 200,061
Josephine 22,032 27,200 28,000 25,744 5,460 6,000 9,800 7,087 32,831
Lane 384,446 282,006 216,000 294,151 172,683 242,240 180,000 198,298 492,449
Lincoln 5,698 4,500 6,000 5,399 612 1,000 2,000 1,204 6,603
Linn 739,728 395,675 288,000 474,468 285,180 263,190 336,000 294,700 769,258
Marion 847,675 749,570 523,600 706,948 214,415 212,876 210,000 - 212.430 919,378
Multnomah 68,256 54,000 22,500 48,252 15,532 16,470 22,000 18,001 66,253
Polk 628,672 606,280 420,000 551,651 60,350 65,170 90,000 71,840 623,491
Washington 655,255 520,000 400,000 525,085 46,200 40,158 90,000 88,786 583,871
Yamhill 777,878 512,256 516,000 602,048 30,457 32,256 90,000 50,904 652,949
Eastern Oregon- -

Baker 84,513 122,000 115,000 107,171 227,528 238,700 261,000 242,409 349,580
Crook 12,945 12,000 16,000 13,648 29,748 71,600 180,000 93,783 107.431
Deschutes 2,928 2,400 2,000 2,443 11,986 16,360 26,000 18,118 20,558
Gilliam 764,916 1,002,112 2,160,000 1,309,009 261,288 393,400 320,000 324,896 1,633,905
Grant 10,410 11,340 12,000 11,250 10,824 21.200 1.3,500 15,175 26,425
Harney 2,970 3,000 3,400 3,123 7,758 13,500 13,500 11,586 14,709
Hood River 4,400 2,500 3,750 3.580 8.990 3,000 8,000 4,997 8,547
Jefferson 152,559 191,400 216,000 186,653 126,250 301,150 408,000 278,'467 465,120
Klamath 7,623 30,000 18,000 18,541 100,254 180,000 200,000 160,085 178.626
Lake 30,613 37,400 27,000 31,671 54,362 80,000 360.000 164,787 196,458
Malheur 18,384 30,000 21,000 23,128 124.656 125,000 125,000 124,885 148.013
Morrow 891,390 1,151,410 - 2,346,000 1,462,93-3 96,040 200,200 240,000 178,747 1,641,680
Sherman 2,028,402 2,650,450 3,240,000 2,639,617 121,992 144,870 - 135,000 131,954 2,773,571
Umatilla 4,904,064 5,740.000 6,750,000 5,798,021 304,125 353,800 270,000 309,308 6,107,329
Union 517,154 686,907 676,000 626,687 451,388 617,700 560,000 543.029 1,169,716
Wallowa 242,874 453,675 440,000 378,849 197,110 257,148 270.000 241,419 620,268
Wasco 1,230,432 1,311,000 1,500,000 1,347,144 65,280 126,000 75,000 88,760 1,435.904
Wheeler 23.748 45,600 40,000 36,449 4,662 7,000 12,000 7,887 44,356

Total 16,265,029 18,053,907 20,862,125 18,393.687 3,286.949 4.339,068 4,764.050 4,130,086 22,523,742
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TABLE IL ACRE YIELDS, IN BUSHELS, OF WINTER AND SPRING WHEAT IN
OREGON, BY COT.TNTIES, FOR THE YEARS 1919 TO 1921, INCLUSIVE

methods and better varieties, much new land has been added to success-
ful wheat production.

This change is the result of early plowing, clean fallow, and drought-
resistant wheats. There is now less loss from poor stands, dry years,
and hot winds, and there is more production of wheat of better quality.

Standardization of varieties is bringing increased yields with very
little increase in production cost.

SOILS
Nearly all plow soils in Eastern Oregon are adapted to wheat

growing. This crop, however, does best on comparatively light sandy
loam and silt loam types, but considerable wheat is grown on many of
the heavier loam soils in the valleys of the Blue Mountain section.
Where irrigation is practiced, alfalfa and other crops are generally
grown, though considerable wheat has also been grown under irrigation
during the past few years. On the lighter soils of the drier areas, wheat
has been found on the average to be the farmer's most profitable crop.

CLIMATE
In the counties of Oregon east of the Cascade Mountains there is a

wide variation of climate. The annual precipitation varies from 7 to 25

County ----Winter wheat-
1919 1920 1921

-------
Average 1919

Spring
1920

wheat
1021 Average

bu. bu. bu. bu. bu. bu. bu. bu.
Western Oregon-
Benton 20.0 22.0 19.0 20.0 14.0 18.0 15.0 15.7
Clackamas 28.0 30.0 24.0 27.3 23.0 23.0 20.0 22.0
Clatsop 36.0 30.0 25.0 30.3 31.0 25.0 20.0 25.3
Columbia 26.0 30.0 25.0 27.0 24.0 80.0 20.0 24.7
Coos 24.0 30.0 30.0 28.0 23.0 27.0 25.0 25.0
Curry 15.0 25.0 25.0 21.7 13.0 20.0 20.0 17.7
Douglas 18.0 16.0 20.0 18.0 15.0 14.0 15.0 14.7
Jackson 21.0 20.0 22.0 21.0 13.0 15.0 16.0 14.7
Josephine 16.0 16.0 20.0 17.3 10.0 12.0 14.0 12.0
Lane 19.0 18.0 18.0 18.3 13.0 16.0 12.0 13.7
Lincoln 14.5 20.0 20.0 18.2 12.0 20.0 20.0 - 17.3
Linn 22.0 17.0 18.0 19.0 15.0 15.0 14.0 14.7
Marion 25.0 23.0 22.0 23.3 19.0 19.0 15.0 17.7
Multnonsah 27.0 30.0 25.0 27.3 22.0 27.0 22.0 23.7
Polk 22.0 23.0 21.0 22.0 17.0 19.0 15.0 17.0
Washington 29.0 26.0 25.0 23.3 20.0 23.0 20.0 21.0
Yamhill 25.5 23.0 24.0 24.2 19.0 18.0 18.0 18.3
Eastern Oregon-
Baker 13.0 20.0 20.0 17.7 17.0 22.0 18.0 19.0
Crook 15.0 12.0 20.0 15.7 12.0 20.0 20.0 17.3
Deschutes 12.0 12.0 20.0 13.7 13.0 20.0 20.0 17.7
Gilliam 12.0 16.0 24.0 17.3 9.0 14.0 16.0 13.0
Grant 15.0 20.0 20.0 18.3 11.0 20.0 15.0 18.7
Harney 10.0 15.0 17.0 14.0 0.0 15.0 15.0 13.0
Hood River 22.0 25.0 25.0 24.0 21.0 20.0 20.0 20.3
Jefferson 9.0 11.0 18.0 12.7 5.0 9.5 12.0 8.8
Klamath 11.0 15.0 18.0 13.7 11.0 15.0 20.0 15.3
Lake 11.0 17.0 18.0 15.3 14.0 20.0 24.0 19.1
Malheur 24.0 30.0 80.0 28.0 24.0 25.0 25.0 24.7
Morrow 10.0 13.0 23.0 18.7 7.0 10.0 16.0 11.0
Sherman 19.0 22.0 27.0 22.7 .12.0 15.0 18.0 15.0
Umatilla 24.0 28.0 30.0 27.3 15.0 20.0 18.0 17.7
Union 22.0 27.0 26.0 25.0 14.0 20.0 20.0 19.0
Wallowa 18.0 23.0 22.0 21.0 10.0 18.0 18.0 15.3
Wasco . 21.0 23.0 25.0 23.0 10.0 18.0 15.0 14.1
Wheeler 12.0 20.0 20.0 17.3 9.0 10.0 12.0 10.3

Average 19.9 22.4 25.5 12.5 16.2 16.8
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inches. Temperatures also vary widely depending upon elevation and
location. Low winter temperatures prevail over most of the area, and in
the central and southern counties frost during the summer months is
not uncommon. Winter wheat can safely be grown over most of the
area. It is the only cereal except rye that will ordinarily survive except
in a few favored localities where the winters are sufficiently mild to
permit the growing of winter barley.

PREPARATION OF SOIL FOR WHEAT
Yields of wheat may be markedly influenced by soil tillage methods.

In Eastern Oregon, especially where the rainfall is 15 inches or less,
nearly all wheat is raised after summer fallow.

Summer-fallowing for wheat production has been practiced in East-
ern Oregon for more than thirty years. Farmers found that higher
wheat yields could be obtained by summer-fallowing than by continuous
1913 1914 191 1916 1917 1916 1919 1920

Fig. 1. Chart showing annual yields, in bushels per acre, of Turkey winter wheat after
early spring plowed fallow with ground clisked in the fall and spring, prior to
plowing, disked in the spring and not disked, at Moro, Oregon. See Table 111.

cropping. Many farmers in dry-land sections of Eastern Oregon have
tried various crops as a substitute for fallow but usually without general
success. Even in the most favored locations where cultivated crops can
be profitably grown, farmers still practice summer-fallowing. They
contend that the yields of such crops as corn and peas do not pay for the
usual reduction in the yields of winter wheat as compared with growing
this crop after fallow. Crops, like peas, requiring seeding at the time
of spring plowing for fallow, or that are harvested during wheat harvest,
have not proved popular with farmers. Late-harvested crops, like corn,
especially in dry falls, may leave the soil too dry to insure proper seed
germination of winter wheat.

PREPARATION OF LAND BEFORE PLOWING
Fall Disking

Disking of the stubble in the fall has been advocated as a profitable
practice when wheat is grown after fallow. Experiments at the Moro
Station for a period of nine years indicate that disking of the stubble
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ground in the fall is not a good practice. Fall disking destroys stubble
and often results in the blowing away of snow. Soil-moEiture tests have
shown that fall disking usually hinders rather than aids moisture penetra-
tion. Yields of wheat obtained after early-spring-plowed summer fallow,
on which the stubble was disked in the fall, have been less on the aver-
age than yields from similar summer-fallow land not disked. The com-
parative yields of Turkey wheat after spring-plowed summer fallow,
disked in the fall and not fall disked, at the Moro Station for the years
1913 to 1921, inclusive, are given in Table III. As is shown in this
table and in Fig. 1, the annual yields of winter wheat from the fall-
disked ground have been consistently less than the yields from the
non-disked and spring-disked ground. Disking of stubble ground in the
fall does not destroy enough of the plant growth to make spring cultiva-
tion for weed eradication unnecessary, as many weed seeds do not germi-
nate until spring. This is also true to a certain extent of volunteer
wheat.
TABLE III. ANNUAL AND AVERAGE ACRE YIELDS OF TURKEY WINTER

WHEAT AFTER FALLOW PLOWED ON THREE DATES rN THE SPRING
AND DISKED IN FALL AND SPRING, DISKED IN SPRING

AND NOT DISKED PRIOR TO PLOWING

Spring Disking
When stubble is left standing through the winter a common farm

practice is to disk it before plowing. The results of nine years' experi-
ments at Moro are shown in Table III, which gives yields of Turkey

Year and date Fall and spring
of plowing disked Not disked Spring disked

bu. bu. bu.
April 1--
1913 23.0 30.0 25.1
1914 25.6 32.0 26.9
1915 23.6 26.4 26.1
1916 14.3 45.7 41.2
1917 21.2 25.7 25.0
1918 17.3 23.5 22.3
1919 38.3 39.7 38.5
1920 25.0 32.8 29.7
1921 36.5 31.7 31.3

Average 27.2 31.9 29.6

May 1-
1913 18.5 19.0
1914 27.8 27.0
1915 27.5 24.7
1916 35.1 38.0
1917 22.3 24.7
1918 19.2 24.7
1919 35.3 30.0
1920 25.3 31.0
1921 36.7 29.8

Average 27.5 27.7

June 1-
1913 23.0 '7.3
1914 27.7 21.6
1915 23.9 20.5
1916 34.3 34.8
1917 23.1 24.7
1918 20.3 26.0
1919 32.3 19.5
1920 29.0 26.5
1921 32.5 25.2

Average 27.3 22.9
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wheat on land disked early in the spring, disked in the fall and spring,
and not disked when plowed on three dates in the spring, early (April 1),
medium early (May 1), and late (June 1). It will be noted from this
table that spring disking did not increase the yields of wheat on the
April plowing and that fall and spring disking did not increase the
yields of wheat on the May plowing, but that fall and spring disk-
ing significantly increased the yields on the late spring plowing.
It is believed that the entire benefit resulted from the spring and not
from the fall disking. From these experiments it appears that spring
disking of stubble, unless it is unusually tall, is unnecessary if the
ground is to be plowed earlier than May 1. With tall stubble, disking
may be of benefit in getting the stubble more completely covered, thereby
causing less clogging of implements used to cultivate summer fallow.
For late plowing, a thorough disking to kill all weeds and volunteer
growth is always advisable. The annual yields of winter wheat obtained
after summer-fallowed land plowed June 1 at Moro and disked and not
disked are shown in Fig. 2.

915 1918

.3

2

1.

191 21

Fig. 2. Chart showing annual yields in bushels per acre of Turkey winter wheat grown
after ía low plowed late in the apring with ground dtsked in the fall and spring
before plowing and not disked, at Moro, Oregon.

Burning Stubble

No experimental data are available in Eastern Oregon on the effect
of burning stubble on yields of wheat. In certain sections of heavy straw
growth, stubble burning is a common practice. This method is likely to
deplete the soil of needed vegetable matter and ultimately cause it to
run together and be more subject to washing and gullying. Stubble in
the surface soil helps to prevent blowing on the lighter soils. It is claim-
ed by farmers that it is difficult to cultivate summer fallow on which a
heavy straw growth has been turned under.

More experimental data are needed on this question. It will un-
doubtedly be necessary at some time to add vegetable matter in some
form so as to maintain the fertility and humus content of dry farm soils.
Stubble should never be burned in the fall, as the standing stubble is of
considerable value in holding the snow and preventing its being drifted
by the wind.
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Date of plowing and yield per acre
Early Medium-early Late Early Late
spring spring spring fall fallYear (April 1) (May 1) (June 1) (Dry) (Wet)

PLOWING

No extended experiments have been conducted in Eastern Oregon to
determine whether any implement will take the place of the plow in the
preparation of summer fallow. On light sandy soils, thorough double
disking may occasionally be sufficient cultivation, but generally plowing
will be found necessary in order to eradicate weeds and make a proper
seed bed for wheat. Careful date and depth of plowing experiments
have been conducted at the Moro Station for a number of years.

Time of Plowing

Ground has been plowed for summer fallow on two dates in the
fall-early, when the ground was dry; and late, when the ground was
wet; and on three dates in the spring-early (April 1), medium early
(May 1), and late (June 1). On each of these dates of plowing several
methods, which will be discussed later, have been used in handling
the summer fallow. In Table IV are given the average yields of eight
tenth-acre plots plowed on two dates in the fall and three dates in the
spring. The fall-plowed land is left rough over the winter, double disked
in the spring, and the fallow treated during the fallow season in the
same manner as the spring-plowed land. The yields given in Table IV
are average yields of eight tenth-acre plots variously cultivated. Some
of these were given no cultivation, some only one harrowing, and others
frequent cultivation.

TABLE IV. ANNUAL AND AVERAGE ACRE YIELDS OF TURKEY WHEAT
AFTER FALLOW PLOWED ON DIFFERENT DATES AT MORO, OREGON,

FOR THE YEARS 1913 TO 1921. INCLUSIVE

It will be noted from Table IV that higher average yields of winter
wheat were obtained from the early spring plowing. The yields obtained
from plowing dry in the fall were on the average about equal to those
obtained from plowing on May 1. The lowest yields were obtained from
the late (June 1) spring plowing. A comparison of the annual yields
obtained from the two dates of fall plowing and early spring plowing is
shown in Fig. 3, and a comparison of the annual yields obtained from
the three dates of spring plowing is shown in Fig. 4.

bu. bu. bu. bu. bu.
1913 24.3 18.5 10.6
1914 28.9 25.8 21.9 23.7 21.2
1915 25.9 25.2 21.4 22.6 22.5
1916 40.9 38.7 35.1 37.6 31.2
1917 22.3 21.4 23.1 20.6 20.3
1918 21.3 22.5 22.0 18.9 16.8
1919 37.5 31.2 21.8 31.9 32.3
1920 31.7 30.3 26.1 27.1 25.3
1921 31.5 30.6 26.0 37.8 39.2

9-year
average 29.4 27.1 23.1

8-year
average 30.0 28.2 24.6 27.5 26.1
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Spring vs. Fall Plowing. In preparing ground for summer fallow,
spring plowing is the general farm practice in Eastern Oregon. The
results at the Moro Station indicate that spring plowing is a better
method of preparing ground for summer fallow than fall plowing.
Where farmers are unable to plow their ground comparatively early in

1

Fig. 8. Chart showing annual yields, in bushels per acre, of Turkey winter wheat grown
after fallow plowed early in the fall, late in the fall, and early in the spring, at
Moro, Oregon.

the spring, some fall plowing might be advantageously done. This is
most practicable on heavy soils. As is shown in Fig. 3, the yields of
winter wheat at Moro obtained after early spring plowing exceeded the
yields obtained after fall plowing every year except 1921. The yields
obtained that year from the fall-plowed ground were considerably higher
than those obtained from spring-plowed ground. The average yield for
the eight years from spring plowing, however, was 3.2 bushels an acre
more than the average yield obtained from the two methods of fall
plowing.

Of the two methods of fall plowingearly, when the ground was
dry, and late, when the ground was wethigher yields were obtained
from the early or dry fall plowing. This is contrary to the general
belief of many Eastern Oregon farmers, -who assert that dry fall plowing
is decidedly injurious. The ground at Moro is so dry and hard after
harvest in the fall that plowing before the fall rains is difficult. The
ground usually turns up very rough and in large lumps. This soil con-
dition is better from the standpoint of moisture absorption than a
smooth, dusty surface, as is sometimes obtained from dry fall-plowing
of loose soil. A fine dust mulch of any appreciable depth in the fall is
very likely to hinder the penetration of the fall and winter precipitation.

E&rly, Medium Early, and Late Spring Plowing. Due no doubt to
the results obtained at the Moro Station, farmers in most of the dry-
farming sections of Eastern Oregon are now plowing their ground con-
siderably earlier in the spring than formerly. As is shown in Table IV
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and Fig. 4, the annual and average yields for the nine years obtained
from the three dates of spring plowing were greatly in favor of the
early spring plowing except for the two years 1917 and 1918. The ap-
parent reason for the failure of the early-spring-plowed ground in 1917
and 1918 to produce yields higher than those obtained from a later plow-
ing was an unusually thick stand and heavy straw and leaf growth on
the early-plowed plots. This more quickly depleted the soil of its
moisture and when followed by hot, dry weather after the grain headed,
caused the plants to burn before the grain was ripe, resulting in shriv-
elled or pinched grain. On the late-plowed fallow during those two
years, there was a considerably thinner stand and smaller straw
growth. As a result, there was less drain on the soil moisture. This
permitted the plants to mature more slowly and ripen more normally.
The widest variation occurred in the year 1919, when the average yield
of the April-plowed plots exceeded the yield of the June-plowed plots by

1916
1914 1915 1917 1918 1919 1920 19211913
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Fig. 4. Chart showing annual yields, in bushels per acre, of Turkey winter wheat grown
after fallow plowed early, medium early, and late in the spring, at Morn, Oregon,
Yields for each year are average yields of eight one-tenth-acre plots with soil
variously cultivated during fallow season.

nearly 20 bushels an acre. Seasonal conditions cause variations in yield
from yea to year. Fig. 5 shows variation in plant size due to early and
late plowing.

Time of Plowng Affects Wheat Quality. For several years investi-
gations have been in progress at the Moro Station on the effect of time
of plowing and various tillage methods on the moisture and nitrate
content of the soil. These investigations have shown that time of plowing
and the method of handling the summer fallow have a marked effect not
only on the moisture content of the soil but on the accumulation of
plant food, especially nitrate-nitrogen. These in turn influence the habit
of growth of the wheat plant and the yield and quality of the wheat.
Late-plowed, weedy, or poorly cultivated summer fallow usually pro-
duces soft or yellow-berried wheat, grading as Hard Winter, or Yellow
Hard Winter. Early-plowed fallow if well cultivated usually produces
harder and darker wheat which grades as Dark Hard Winter or occasion-
ally Hard Winter.
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Depth of Plowing

There is a general belief among farmers that depth of plowing has
a marked influence on wheat yields. While different types of soil may
respond differently to deep and shallow cultivation, no experimental data
in the Northwest indicate that very much is to be gained from deep
plowing. At the Moro Station on a silt loam soil, an experiment has
been in progress since 1912 to ascertain what effect deep or shallow
plowing has on yields of wheat after summer fallow. In this experi-
ment, spring wheat was used until 1920. For 1920 and 1921, Turkey

I'
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Fig. 5. Upper row, representative plants of Turkey winter wheat grown on early-
plowed and well-cultivated summer fallow. Lower row, same variety sown on the
same date on late spring plowed summer fallowhigher yields and better quality
of winter wheat are obtained after early-plowed, properly handled summer fallow.
Late-plowed summer fallow or weedy summer fallow produces low yields and poor
quality wheat. Photographed April 25, 1921.

winter wheat was used. Four acres of ground were used in the experi-
ment, two of which were in crop and two in fallow each year. Table V
gives the annual and average yields of spring and winter wheat obtained
on eight tenth-acre plots variously cultivated for the years 1912 to 1921,
inclusive. The plowing was done each year some time during the first
week in April, one acre being plowed five inches deep, the other ten
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inches deep. It will be noted from Table V and Fig. 6 that the yields
obtained from the ground plowed ten inches deep were slightly higher
nearly every year. In two out of the nine years slightly higher yields
were obtained from the shallow-plowed ground. The nine-year aver-
age yield was .9 bushel greater from deep plowing. Thus it ap-
pears that plowing deeper than six to eight inches for wheat is rarely
if ever advisable. It is sometimes recommended that th depth of plow-
ing be varied from year to year. No experiments have yet been con-
ducted to prove definitely that this is of any advantage. It is asserted
that in certain types of soil a plow sole or hard-pan is likely to form if
the ground is continually plowed at the same depth. There is yet no evi-
dence of a plow sole or hard-pan in the soil of the Moro Station plots that
have not been plowed deeper than five inches for the past nine years.
Heavy soils when plowed wet may be more subject to hard-pan or plow-
sole formations.
1913 1914 1915 191
40

Fig. 6. Chart showing yields, in bushels per acre, of spring and winter wheat grown
after fal ow plowed five and ten inches deep at Moro, Oregon. Yields for each year
are averages obtained from eight one-tenth acre plots with fallow ground variously
cultivated. Spring wheat was grown in 1913 to 1919, inclusive, and winter wheat
in 1920 and 1921.

TABLE V. ANNUAL AND AVERAGE ACRE YIELDS IN BUSHELS OF PACIFIC
BLUESTEM SPRING WHEAT, EARLY BAART SPRING WHEAT, AND

TURKEY WLNTER WHEAT AFTER FALLOW PLOWED TEN
INCHES DEEP AND FIVE INCHES DEEP AT MORO,

OREGON, FOR TIlE YEARS 1912 AND 1914

5Paciflc Bluestem spring wheat was grown in 1912 and from 1914 to 1017; Early
Baart spring wheat, in 1918 and 1919; and Turkey winter wheat in 1920 and 1921.

/

._alfn_
t1iV

TO '°21, INCLIJSIVE
Yield- per acre

Shallow Deep
plowing plowing

Year (5 inches) (10 inches)
bu bu.

1912 14.9 15.2
1914 15.0 18.3
1915 15.6 16.8
1916 29.4 21.1
1917 15.9 19.1
1918 18.3 13.8
1919 22.0 21.1
1920 22.0 24.5
1921 35.8 37.4

Average 20.4 21.3
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Types of Plows

There are two types of plows in general use in Eastern Oregon,
the disk and the mold-board. During the years 1913 to 1919, inclusive, an
experiment was conducted at the Moro Station to determine which of
these plows was the better. Ground was plowed for summer fallow in
the fall on two dates, early and late, with each type of plow. The yields
obtained were as follows:

The results show that for the early fall plowing the mold-board plow
was the better type. The yields of the check plots, however, show that
the ground on which the early-fall-plowed mold-board series was located,
was considerably better than that on which the late-fall-plowed series
was located, so that the increased yield obtained from the dry f all-
plowed ground may not be as significant as the figures indicate. The
type of plow does not markedly influence the yield, if the plowing has
been properly done. The mold-board plow is the type most commonly
used and is probably the better one for most Eastern Oregon soils.
Often on stony ground the mold-board plow cannot be used. On certain
heavy or sticky soils and in Central Oregon where there are 'slick" or
alkali spots, the disk plow has been found a better implement than the
mold-board plow.

CULTIVATION OF SUMMER FALLOW

Many types of implements are in general use in Eastern Oregon to
cultivate summer-fallowed land after plowing. Their chief purpose is to
kill weeds and volunteer grains and to create a mulch to conserve moist-
ure. The most commonly used implements for this purpose are spike-
tooth harrows, spring-tooth harrows, and blade or rod weeders, of which
there are several types.*

The first cultivation after plowing is usually with a spike-tooth
harrow. If the soil is inclined to blow, the spring-tooth harrow is pre-
ferred because it does less pulverizing. So far as is known, immediate
or delayed cultivation after plowing has little influence on wheat yields
if the cultivation is not delayed too long. As a general rule early-plowed
ground may be left from three to four weeks after plowing without
serious moisture loss. Some farmers follow the plow immediately with
a harrow. There is no objection to this and it may be of some advan-
tage except on very light soils which are inclined to blow. Immediate
tillage of such soils may have the undesirable effect of leaving them too
finely pulverized. A common practice is to start harrowing the ground
after plowing is completed. This usually leaves some of the ground un-
cultivated from five to six weeks after plowing. This is probably too
long.

At the Moro Station, three methods of handling the summer fallow
have been tried on several different dates of plowing and on two depths

tfll,gr Implements _ dearrthed In 'armers utht1n i.J47 4 -h
U. S. Dept. of Ag-ri., by Byron Hunter.

Bushels per sore.
Disk plow, early (dry) 24.8
Disk plow, late (wet) 23.7
Mold-board plow, early (dry) 27.2
Mold-board plow, late (wet) 24.3
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of spring plowing. The average yields obtained are shown in Table VI,
and the annual yields from the three methods of cultivating fallow on
early spring plowed ground are shown in Fig. 7.

Good Fallow is Free From Weeds
In Table VI, the yields of wheat shown under "Frequent cultivation"

were obtained after fallow harrowed twice immediately after plowing,
harrowed again about thirty days later, and then kept free from weeds
with a rod weeder. The fallow was usually weeded from two to four
times each season. Sometimes two cultivations were sufficient, but usual-
ly three and sometimes four were necessary to keep the ground free
from weeds. The ground receiving one harrowing was harrowed im-
mediately after plowing and received no further cultivation. The weeds
were hoed off by hand before they matured seed. The ground receiving

1

4

3

1

1918

Fig. 7. Chart showing yields of Turkey winter wheat at Moro, Oregon, grown after
three methods of handling summer fallow on early spring-plowed ground: frequent
cultivation, one harrowing only after plowing, and no cultivation after plowing.

no cultivation was not touched with any implement after plowing and the
weeds which grew on the fallow were hoed off before they matured seed.
Fig. 8 shows the superior growth on well-prepared summer fslow. Ta-
ble VI shows that the yields obtained after the clean or frequcitly culti-
vated summer fallow were considerably higher for the gr'jund plowed
April 1 and also slightly higher for the ground plowed on May 1. For
the ground plowed as late as June 1, the cultivation of summer fallow
had no beneficial effect, the yield being practically identical for the three
methods of cultivation. The results show no benefit in cultivation of dry
spring-plowed ground. For spring wheat, there was only a very slight
difference in favor of the frequent cultivation of the summer fallow.

Farmers have found it a good practice to harrow immediately before
sowing winter wheat. This operation smooths and firms the surface,
making a better seed bed, which usually means a better stand of wheat.
Harrowing before the drill kills many weeds that have started. Harrow-
ing winter wheat after sowing usually is not advisable.

Hoe drills are preferred by most farmers for sowing winter wheat.
This type of drill leaves the wheat in a small furrow and the ground more

1':/A
917 1918 1919 1920 192J
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rough than when a disk drill is used. The small furrows hold the snow
and afford some protection to the young plants, and the rough surface
tends to cause less running together or crusting of the soil in the spring.
These advantages would be lost if the ground were harrowed after drill-
ing. Harrowing after drilling occasionally may be beneficial if sprouted
weeds can be killed without injuring the wheat.

Fig. 8. Turkey winter wheat sown on poorly cultivated fallow on left and on properly
cultivated summer fallow on right. Note thinner stand and less thrifty growth of
plants on poorly cultivated summer fallow. Photographed April 25, 1920.

TABLE VI. AVERAGE YIELDS OF WINTER AND SPRING WHEAT AT MORO,
OREGON, GROWN AFTER FALLOW GIVEN NO CULTIVATION, ONE

HARROWING, AND FREQUENT CULTIVATION FOR TIlE
YEARS 1911 TO 1921, INCLUSIVE

The Use of Packers

The use of surface and subsurface packers has been quite widely ad-
vocated as being beneficial in conserving moisture and in increasing
wheat yields under dry-farming conditions. Experiments with these
packers have been Conducted at the Moro Station for a nine-year period,
1913 to 1921, inclusive. The average yields of wheat obtained are shown
in Table VII, and the annual yields for the early spring-plowed plots in
Fig. 9. The packers were used in different dates of plowing for summer
fallow and on ground plowed at different depths for summer fallow.

Yield per acr
Crop and date of plowing No cultivation One harrowing

Freciuent
cultivation

Winter wheat
bu. bu hu

Plowed April 1 26.6 27.2 11.9
Plowed May 1 25.9 26.2 27.7
Plowed June 1 22.4 22.6 22.9
Fall plowed early 24.9 29.5
Fall plowed late 26.2 26.3
Spring wheat
Shallow spring plowed 19.6 19.5 20.6
Deep spring plowed 20.2 20.6 20.7



Table VII shows that the subsurface packer had no significant influ-
ence on wheat yields, the average yield for the winter wheat being six
pounds an acre more for the ground not packed. The surface-packed
plots show a slight increase in average yield for both winter and spring
wheat. For the spring wheat, the use of the Campbell packer shows a
slight increase in yield per acre but not enough to be significant when
the yields of the uniformly cultivated check ilots are taken into consid-
eration.

TABLE VII. AVERAGE ACRE YIELDS OF TURKEY WINTER WHEAT GROWN
AFTER SUMMER FALLOW, PLOWED APRIL 1. MAY 1, AND JUNE 1,

PACKED WITH SURFACE AND SUBSURFACE PACKERS
FOR THE 9-YEAR PERIOD, 1913 TO 1921

Time of plowing and
cultivation of fallow

bu. ho.April 1, clean fallow 31.7 31.1April 1, one harrowing 27.2 28.5May 1, clean fallow 27.7 28.4May 1, one harrowing 26.2 25.9June 1. clean fallow 22.9 21.7June 1, one harrowing 22.6 22.5

Average 26.4 26.3

Shallow plowing, clean fallow
Shallow plowing, one harrowing
Deep plowing, clean fallow
Deep plowing, one harrowing

Average

4'-

3

2

a

Pacific Bluestem and Early Baart spring wheats, and
Turkey winter wheat, 1912, 1914-1921

a, a

19

Not Subsurface Surface
packed packed packed

Fig. 9. Chart showing annual acre yields of winter wheat after early spring-plowed
fallow packed with a subsurface packer after plowing and not packed at Moro,
Oregon, for the years 1913 to 1921. inclusive.

Numerous tests have been made at Moro to determine whether the
use of the subsurface packer aids in conservation of moisture. Soil
samples have been taken at about thirty-day intervals during the sum-
mer-fallow season on adjacent packed and non-packed plots, and the

,r

bu.
32.2

28.6

22.4

20.6 21.2 22.2
19.5 19.8
21.6 23.7 24.9
20.6 20.6

20.6 21.3
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results show that packing has practically no influence on moisture con-
servation. In Table VIII are given the annual and average percentages
of moisture in the soil, based on dry weight, for the surface foot and for
a depth of six feet, at the beginning and end of the fallow season for
the years 1919 to 1921, inclusive. The data in Table VIII are for ground
plowed on April 1. The average nine-year yield of these clean-fallowed
plots as indicated in Table VII was 31.7 bushels for the non-packed plots
and 31.1 bushels for the subsurface-packed plots.
TABLE VIII. PERCENTAGE OF MOISTURE IN TIlE FIRST FOOT AND TOTAL SIX

FEET OF SOIL AT THE BEGINNING AND END OF THE FALLOW SEASON,
PACKED WITH A SUBSURFACE PACKER AND NOT PACKED.

FOR THE YEARS 1919 TO 1921 INCLUSIVE

On April 1 On September 4-
Not Not Not Not

Packed packed Packed packed Packed packed Packed packed
Year 1st foot 1st foot Total 6 ft. Total 6 ft. 1st foot let foot Total 6 ft. Total 6 ft.

PREPARATION OF THE SEED
All seed wheat should be thoroughly recleaned with a fanning-mill

before sowing. This operation should take out all weed seeds and most
of the light, cracked, or injured kernels. Plump seed especially of winter
wheat is always to be preferred over shrunken seed, as the germination
of plump seed generally is stronger. A better stand is more likely to
be obtained if plump seed is sown. Shrunken seed is more susceptible
to injury from the threshing machine and from treatment for smut.

SEED TREATMENT
No commercial variety of wheat is sufficiently resistant to bunt or

stinking smut that it can be safely sown anywhere in Oregon without
seed treatment. The two methods of seed treatment most widely used
are the formaldehyde and copper sulfate (bluestone) treatments. Either
of these treatments, if properly done, will control stinking smut in all
sections of Eastern Oregon except in a few localities where there may
be soil infection from wind-borne spores.

Seed wheat may be infected with smut by the smut dust or spores
adhering to the seed or by wind-borne spores being deposited on the
surface of summer-fallowed soil prior to sowing the wheat. In Eastern
Oregon infection usually occurs from spores on the seed. These spores
can be killed by seed treatment. A solution of 1 pint of commercial
formaldehyde to 45 gallons of water, or 1 lb. of bluestone to 10 gallons of
water followed by a dip in lime-water will effectively control stinking
smut.

SEED INJURY
It has been found that seed wheat is frequently injured by either the

formaldehyde or the bluestone treatments, the extent of injury to germi-
nation largely depending upon the damage done to the seed by the
threshing machine. The cylinder, concave teeth, and screw conveyorS of
the threshing machine may crack or break the seed coat of the kernel.

% %
1919 13.6 14.3 11.5 11.6 12.9 12.4 11.3 11.8
1920 12.2 12.7 10.5 10.8 8.5 8.5 10.7 10.8
1921 14.2 16.1 12.9 12.0 9.8 9.7 11.5 11.3

Average 13.3 14.4 11.6 11.8 10.4 10.2 11.2 11.3
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This injury is not always apparent to the naked eye. The germ of the
kernels so damaged may be killed or seriously injured by seed treatment.
Extensive seed-treatment experiments with hand- and machine-threshed
seed are reported in Oregon Agricultural College Experiment Station
Bulletin 188.* As is shown in this bulletin, injury to formaldehyde-
treated seed wheat is considerably lessened by an after dip or wash in
clear water, and injury to bluestone-treated seed is also greatly reduced
by an after dip in lime-water of the strength of one pound of lime to 10
gallons of water.

For sowing in dry ground bluestone-treated seed is best. Formalde-
hyde-treated seed should be sown soon after treatment and in soil moist
enough to start germination promptly. A dilute solution of formaldehyde
does not decrease in strength when left in an open vessel. In treating
with either formaldehyde or bluestone directions should be closely fol-
lowed. Failure to do this may result in a thin stand of wheat or a com-
plete failure.

SMUT-RESISTANT WHEATS

A number of new smut-resistant winter wheats have been discovered
at the Moro Station, some of which appear to be totally immune to
stinking smut and others very highly resistant. It is hoped that some
of these will prove to be high-yielding varieties. A variety of wheat
sufficiently resistant to stinking smut so that it can be safely sown with-
out treatment will mean the annual saving of many thousands of dol-
lars to the farmers of Oregon.

TIME, RATE, AND DEPTH OF SOWING
WINTER WHEAT

The yields of both winter and spring wheat may be affected by time,
rate, and depth of sowing. The time and depth of rowing are especially
important. The stand of wheat obtained depends upon the moisture con-
tent and temperature of the soil, the time and depth of sowing, the
method of treating the seed for smut, the variety, and the rate at whichit is sown.

Time of Sowing

In many sections of Eastern Oregon, the fall rains do not come
early enough to make conditions favorable for sowing winter wheat.
Elaborate experiments at the Moro Station indicate that if there is enough
moisture in the ground to insure prompt germination, the highest yields
of winter wheat are usually obtained from sowing it some time between
the middle of September and the middle of October. In Table IX are
given the yields of Turkey winter wheat sown at varying rates from
2 to 8 pecks an acre, inclusive, on five dates in the fall, for the years
1916 to 1921, inclusive. The highest average yields for the six years
were obtained from the two earliest dates of sowing, September 17 andOctober 2. The average yield obtained from the third date, October 14,
was only slightly lower than that obtained from the earlier dates. The
average yields obtained from the two later dates of sowing, October 30
and November 19, were much less than those obtained from the three

*The Wheat Bunt Problem in Oregon, Oregon Agrie. Col. Exp. Sta. Bulletin No.155, by D. E. Stephens and H. M. Woolman.
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earlier dates, indicating that winter wheat to get maximum yields should
be sown, in the location of Moro, before October 30. This date will vary
for different localities, earlier seeding being preferable at higher eleva-
tions. To get maximum yields of winter wheat, it is necessary to have
it up well before the cold winter weather begins.

Sowing in the Dust

Experiments at Moro and the experience of farmers show that there
is little if anything to be gained by sowing winter wheat in ground so
dry that germination will not take place promptly. Wheat that has been
treated with formaldehyde if sown in dry ground or 'in the dust" may
rot before it emerges. It has been found that the bluestone treatment is
more satisfactory if wheat is to be sown in dry ground. Treated seed
should be dry before being sown in the dust. During certain seasons,
winter wheat may have to be sown in dry ground if sown at all. Under
such conditions, seeding should be done at least thirty days before freez-
ing weather is expected and more seed should be used.

In the experiments to determine the best rate and date of sowing
winter wheat, as reported in Table IX, there were two years of the six
when winter wheat sown in September and early October did not come
up until after the fall rains. During two of the years, therefore, the
first three dates of sowing came up t the same time. For the other four
years, emergence took place within ten to twenty days after sowing the
wheat. Winter wheat, if sown late in October or in November at Moro
frequently will not come up until spring.

Amount to Sow

As is shown in Table IX, there was not a wide variation in the aver-
age yields obtained from the different rates of sowing Turkey wheat.
The rate shown in the table is for seed treated with formaldehyde. Wheat
after being treated or dipped in water always increases in volume from
20 to 30 percent and does not run through the drill as readily as dry
seed. In terms of dry seed per acre, the amount indicated in the table
should be reduced by about one-fourth.

The highest net average yield was obtained from sowing wheat with
the drill set to sow five pecks of treated seed to the acre or approxi-
mately one bushel of dry seed. Experience of farmers in the Columbia
Basin of Oregon indicates that this is usually about the best rate to
sow winte wheat except on the shallower soils, on which thinner seed-
ing is desirable. Many farmers use the same rate on deep and shallow
parts of the field and attribute the early burning on shallow ground to
frost.

Conditions Affecting Rate of Sowing

The rate of sowing must be varied according to the time of sowing,
condition of the seed bed, method of handling summer fallow, and the
viability of the seed. Certain varieties also require thicker seeding than
others, because of larger seed or less stooling. Seed sown early when
the ground is warm and with sufficient moisture for prompt germination
can be sown at a thinner rate than when sown in dry ground or late in
the season when the ground is cold. A finely pulverized and well-packed
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seed bed will not require as thick a rate of seeding as a seed bed that
is rough or too loose. Early-plowed and well-kept fallow does not require
as thick sowing as late-plowed or poorly handled fallow. Wheat does
not stool or tiller well on improperly handled fallow, because of the
lack in such fallow of available plant foods, especially nitrate-nitrogen.
A thin stand of wheat on early plowed and well-tilled fallow may be
partly or wholly made up by extra stooling or tillering. If the wheat
has been injured by seed treatment, as can be ascertained by a germina-
tion test, it should be sown thore thickly than uninjured seed. Changing
from copper sulfate to formaldehyde for seeding in damp soil or chang-
ing from either to copper carbonate is likely to result in too thick stands
because of less seed injury.

Sow Wheat Shallow

Experiments at Moro and elsewhere have indicated that winter wheat
should be sown shallow. This is especially true of late seeding when
the ground is cold. If the wheat is planted deep in cold ground, it is
almost sure to rot. Occasionally winter wheat may be safely sown three
or four inches deep if sown early in well-cultivated summer fallow. This
may sometimes be necessary to get the seed below the dry mulch into
moist soil. In such cases more seed should be used, as many sprouts
will not reach the surface. Generally it has been found safer not to
sow wheat more than one to one and a half inches deep. Late fall sowing
should always be shallow.

TABLE IX. AVERAGE ACRE YIELD IN BUSHELS OF TURKEY WINTER WHEAT
IN THE RATE OF SEEDING EXPERIMENT AT MORO. OREGON, DURING

THE SIX-YEAR PERIOD, 1916 TO 1921. INCLUSIVE

tAverage yield, less quantity sown.

SPRING WHEAT

Extensive tests at the Moro Station and results obtained by farm-
ers in Eastern Oregon indicate that spring wheat should be sown as
early in the spring as possible. The rate of sowing depends upon the
variety, time of sowing, and the condition of the seed bed. For most
varieties, the sowing of from 4 to 5 pecks an acre has been found to
give best results. Some large-kerneled varieties like Early Baart require
thicker seeding. The rate of seeding also should be varied in different
sections depending upon the annual precipitation and the depth of soil.
For shallow soil or for locations with light rainfall, thinner seeding is
advisable.

Rate
in

pecks
- - Average date of

Oct. 2 Oct. 14 Average
Net

averageSept. 17
sowing

Oct. 30 Nov. 19

2 29.9 34.3 31.6 22.1 19.4 27.5 27.0
3 35.8 33.9 32.5 22.6 20.1 29.0 28.2
4 32.7 33.0 32.1 26.6 22.3 29.3 28.3
5 34.5 37.2 31.1 26.6 23.9 30.7 29.4
6 33.9 32.5 30.7 26.8 23.9 29.6 28.1
7 35.5 32.7 82.1 28.2 24.0 90.5 28.7
8 34.6 30.4 83.1 27.8 23.5 29.9 27.9

Average 33.8 33.4 31.9 25.9 22.4 29.5 28.2
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CULTIVATION OF THE GROWING CROP
Winter wheat is sometimes harrowed in the spring in the Columbia

Basin. Extensive experiments to ascertain whether this practice is
beneficial or injurious have been carried on at Moro for nine years. The
average yields obtained in these experiments are shown in Table X.
The annual yields are shown in Fig. 10. As will be seen from Table X,
the experiment was repeated five times on different methods of plowing.
Where one plot was harrowed, an adjacent plot was not harrowed. The
average yields for the nine-year period show that the acre yield of
winter wheat was reduced one bushel by harrowing in the spring. Fig.
10 shows that there was one year (1919) when an increase in yield of
winter wheat was obtained by spring harrowing. There were also
two other years, 1915 and 1921, when a slight increase in yield was
obtained. There may be certain soil types and conditions when harrow-
ing winter wheat is justified, but the results of experiments in dry-land
sections, as well as results by farmers, indicate that the practice more
frequently reduces rather than increases yields of winter wheat.

1919 1920

Fig. 10. Chart showing acre yields in bushe a of winter wheat harrowed in the spring
and not harrowed at Moro, Oregon, for the years 1913 to 1921, inclusive.

The purposes to be gained in harrowing winter wheat are (1) the
killing of weeds and (2) the breaking of the crust and forming of a
mulch to conserve moisture. It is not often that very many weeds can
be killed by spring harrowing and as a general rule the mulch created
by harrowing is of little benefit in moisture conservation. Harrowing
crusted land often sets back the ripening of the crop. This may be due
to covering the plants with clods and also to breaking of roots. If winter
wheat is harrowed in the spring, it should be when the soil is not badly
crusted or when the crust has been softened by rain. It is never advis-
able to harrow or cultivate spring-sown grain after emergence. Spring-
sown grain may frequently be safely harrowed five or six days after
sowing but harrowing after the grain is up is likely seriously to reduce
the stands by tearing out the young plants.

A
Au

9 19 9
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TABLE X. AVERAGE ACRE YIELDS IN BUSHELS OF TURKEy WINTER WHEAT
HARROWED IN THE SPRING AND NOT HARROWED AT MORO,

OREGON, FOR THE YEARS 1913 TO 1921, INCLUSIVE

Yield per acre
Date and method of plowing flarrowed Not harrowed

bu. bu.
Plowed April 1 30.1 31.9
Plowed May 1 26.8 271
Plowed June 1 22.8 22.9
Plowed in fall, early (dry) 28.1 29.5
Plowed in fall, late (wet) 25.5 26.3

Average 26.6 27.6

WHEAT VARIETIES
In the economic production of wheat, a variety which will give

maximum yields with no additional expense, is greatly to be desired.
There is no doubt that wheat yields can be greatly increased in Eastern
Oregon by the growing of better adapted varieties.

A wheat survey of Eastern Oregon shows that there are commercial-
ly grown five varieties of hard red winter; eight of soft red winter; two
of hard red spring; eleven of common white; twelve of white club; and
three miscellaneous kinds of wheata total of forty-one varieties, the
majority of which are inferior in yield, quality or both.

OREGON GROWS TOO MANY VARIETIES

The elimination of all varieties of hard, red spring and the replacing
of them with Federation, or Hard Federation, the dropping of all the
miscellaneous and practically all soft red winter varieties and the re-
duction of the numbers in all other classes will give larger average yields
and decrease the amount of mixed wheat.

STANDARD VARIETIES

Turkey and Hybrid 128 will take care of most of the present winter
wheat needs. Hard Federation and Federation will, when seed is avail-
able, be best for general spring planting. Until Federation and Hard
Federation are more abundant, Early Baart will be generally used and
results show it to be a superior wheat in high, dry sections of south-
eastern Oregon.

Other varieties in most cases mean reduced yields. The dropping
out of culture of all varieties except these five and possibly Jenkin Club
and Triplet for limited areas, will mean better returns for Eastern Ore-
gon wheat farmers. Standard varieties without mixture give the highest
yields and bring the best prices.

Extensive experiments have been conducted at the experiment sta-
tions at Moro in Sherman county and at Burns in Harney county to de-
termine the highest-yielding winter and spring wheat varieties for East-
ern Oregon.

WINTER WHEAT

At Moro many hundreds of wheat varieties have been grown in short
rows and in larger field plots and several varieties have been discovered
that have given higher acre yields than the varieties formerly grown
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in this section. The winter wheat varieties which have been tried in field
plots for two years or more are listed alphabetically in Table XI with
their annual and average acre yields. These varieties have been
carefully tried under comparable conditions. Those that were not es-
pecially promising because of low yield, weak straw, or shattering, after
a two years' trial were discarded. A few commercial varieties that gave
comparatively low yields, like Fortyfold, have been continued in the
varietal trials. All of them were grown after well-prepared summer
fallow. There are yields for only three varieties in 1913. Because of
the inability to get stands of many of the varieties that year, an accurate
comparison of most of them was not obtained. The varieties in 1912
were grown in single tenth-acre plots and from 1914 to 1921 inclusive,
in triplicate twentieth-acre plots.

In the last column of Table XI, the yield of each variety is expressed
in the percentage of the yield of the local Turkey wheat. The local
Turkey wheat was the Turkey variety grown in the vicinity of Moro at
the time of the establishment of the Station. As will be seen from this
table, several varieties of wheat, which have been in the trial for five
or more years, have exceeded the local Turkey wheat in yield by from
5 to 9 percent. Several of these -are of the Turkey or Crimean group,
hard red winter wheats that have proved very successful in all dry-land
sections of the United States. The Kharkov variety, C. I. 1442, which has
on the average yielded 3 percent mere than the local Turkey, has been
distributed from the Moro Station and is now being widely grown
thrOughout Eastern Oregon.

Description of Leading Varieties
The Turkey or Crimean Wheats. Turkey wheat was introduced into

the Columbia Basin of Oregon by farmers about 1906 or 1907. On
account of its high yield, winter-hardiness, good quality, and smut-re-
sistance, the variety rapidly gained in popularity until the Turkey and
allied varieties are now the leading winter wheats grown in Eastern
Oregon. There were more than 150,000 acres of Turkey and related
varieties grown in Eastern Oregon in 1921. According to a varietal sur-
vey made by the Office of Cereal Investigations of the United States De-
partment of Agriculture, 29 percent of all the wheat produced in the
United States in 1919 was Turkey or some strain of Turkey. Consider-
able work has been done with this variety by experiment stations through-
out the United States, and many improved strains have been produced.

Kharkov (C. 1. 1442). This variety is a high yielding Turkey wheat.
At the Moro Station for a ten-year period, it has exceeded the yield of the
local Turkey wheat by 8 percent. Kharkov was originally introduced into
the United States from Russia by the United States Department of
Agriculture.

Ar9entine (C. I. 1569). This is another wheat of the Turkey type
that has been a high yielder at the Moro Station. Its average yield for
a ten-year period has been 8 percent higher than that of local Turkey.

Turkey (C. I. 1571). This is a strain of Turkey wheat that at the
Moro Station during a ten-year period has exceeded the yield of the
local Turkey 7 percent. A selection from this wheat which is highly
resistant to stinking smut is being increased and tested for yield.



TABLE XL ANNUAL AND AVERAGE YIELDS. IN BUSHELS PER ACRE. OF WINTER WHEAT VARIETIES AT MORO. OREGON,IN THE YEARS 1912 TO 1921, UqCLUSIVE, WITH THE YIELD OF EACH VARIETY EXPRESSED IN THE PER-CENTAGE YIELD OF THE LOCAL TURKEY VARIETY

PercentC. I. Yield per acre- of localNo. Variety 1912 1918 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 Total Average Turkey
bu bu bu bu bu bu bu bu bu bu bu. bu. %6682 Alaska x Jones Fife

18.5 88.52979 Alberta Red 19.8 24.5 24.2 25.5 54.6 21,9 25.6 39.0 32.2 19.6 308.9 30.9 1065971 Alberta Red
35.3 35.31569 Argentine 23.1 26.1 25.0 53.6 25.3 25.1 87.5 12.2 40.6 288.5 32.1 1081355 Armavir 30.5 18.4 19.5 21.0 53.0 24.3 22.3 189.0 27.0 1011562 Bacska 20.2 25.9 46.1 23.0 1281544 Beloglina 12.3 17.0 29.3 14.7 822239 Beloglina 12.9 26.0 23.4 52.3 28.0 22.4 87.8 197.8 28.3 974251 Blackhull

35.3 40.1 75.4 37.7 1031432 Crimean 14.5 21.0 35.5 17.7 991437 Crimean 20.2 26.7 19.9 50.7 25.5 25.5 36.3 204.8 29.2 1054155 Dale Gloria 12.3 29.0 40.0 81.3 27.1 921395-2 Diehl Mediterranean 23.1 19.0 42.1 21.0 1174156 Fortyfold 17.5 21.5 19.7 26.5 38.0 21.8 25.9 26.2 25.9 28.1 251.2 25.0 866681 Fortyfold x Little Club (173) 32.0 32.0 41.9 105.9 35.3 961438 Ghirka Winter 10.6 20.8 17.1 49.8 22.5 22.2 143.0 23.8 852996 Goldcoin 17.5 20.0 37.5 18.8 1054511 Hybrid 123 33.5 54.1 23.6 25.2 40.7 32.0 43.5 252.6 36.1 1094512 Hybrid 128 26.5 40.6 36.8 43.0 146.9 36.7 1074468 Jones Fife 22.2 31.7 28.4 82.3 27.4 755146 Kanred 20.8 24.1 38.4 32.7 40.0 156.0 31.2 981442 3(harkov 27.6 24.0 21.3 52.3 24.3 26.2 40.0 33.2 40.1 289.0 32.1 1085549 Kharkov 38.2 31.8 70.0 35.0 lOf)2997 Kofod 16.0 15.4 31.4 15.7 886250 Nebraska 60 33.0 41.9 74.9 37.5 864068 Prohibition 27.8 20.5 24.6 42.8 21.1 136.8 27.4 1051915 Purple Straw 20.0 24.5 18.6 63.1 21.0 994069 Red Chaff 26.0 16.5 42.5 21.2 1186553 Red Hussar 33.0 33.02942 Rieti 22.6 22.9 45.5 22.7 1275544 Super 25.7 32.7 30.3 88.7 29.6 811561 Theiss 13.6 27.5 24.7 54.0 22.2 22.6 38.1 202.7 29.0 1041539 Torgova 10.6 26.3 19.2 56.1 18.7 985408 Triplet 28.8 26.7 37 1 35.7 38.7 167.0 33.4 1051571 Turkey 14.6 29.0 26.5 53.4 23.6 25.4 41.5 32.5 40.3 286.8 31.9 1071558 Turkey 17.6 24.0 22.4 20.6 55.0 26.0 21.6 38.1 33.0 38.4 298.7 29.9 1031756 Turkey 22.0 17.3 21.7 55.0 24.6 25.1 38.4 204.1 29.2 1002998 Turkey 12.5 17.2 26.5 49.5 25.3 26.8 42.0 33.0 232.8 29.1 984429 Turkey (Local) 13.3 22.5 71.3 50.8 22.3 27.3 36.6 33.5 39.9 267.5 29.7 1001563 Weissenberg 15.0 26.0 20.9 61.9 20.6 1082907 Zimmerman 23.5 21.7 45.2 22.6 126
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Kanred (C. 1. 5146). This is a pure-line selection from Crimean,
made by the Kansas Experiment Station several years ago. It has proved
to be a much higher yielding wheat in parts of Kansas and other sec-
tions of the Great Plains region. During the time it has been in the
trial at the Moro Station, it has not equalled the yield of the local Turkey
and several other varieties.

The Washington Hybrid Wheats. Several of the Washington Experi-
ment Station's hybrid wheat varieties are grown commercially in Eastern
Oregon. These in the order of their total production are Hybrid 128,
Hybrid 63, Hybrid 143, Triplet, and Hybrid 123. All these hybrid wheat
varieties are very susceptible to stinking smut.

Hybrid 128. This variety, often called White Hybrid, is a cross be-
tween Jones Fife and Little Club. It has been in the varietal trials at
Moro for a four-year period and during that time has exceeded the yield
of local Turkey 7 percent. Unlike Hybrid 123, it is a true winter wheat
and will not mature if spring planted. It ripens a little later than
Hybrid 123. It is a club wheat with soft white kernels. It has proved
to be a very popular variety of wheat in Umatilla county on account of
its stiff straw and its high yield under favorable conditions. In that
county more than 60 percent of the wheat acreage is sown to Hybrid 128,
with a usual annual production of from three to four million bushels of
that one variety. The variety is recommended by Schafer, Gaines, and
Barbee* as being better suited to general culture in the State of Wash-
ington than any of the other commercially grown hybrid varieties. Its
quality is reported to be better than that of Hybrid 123, but when grown
at Moro the milling quality has been inferior to that of Hybrid 123.

Hybrid 68. The production of Hybrid 63, or "Turkey Hybrid," is
confined chiefly to Wasco county, where farmers report good yields from
the variety when grown as a winter wheat. Because of its inability to
survive the winter at Moro, it has not been included in the winter-wheat
varietal trials there. It was grown for two years as a spring wheat and
discarded because of its low yield. It is a white-kerneled club wheat
produced by crossing Turkey and Little Club.

Triplet. This is one of the more recent hybrids produced by the
Washington Agricultural Experiment Station. In its production, three
wheats were used, Turkey, Jones Fife, and Little Club. The head and
kernel characters more nearly resemble those of Jones Fife, being a red-
kerneled, beardless, velvet-chaff wheat. It has a shorter straw than
Jones Fife and matures earlier. It has exceeded the yield of the local
Turkey at Moro for a five-year period by 5 percent. The variety, as is
shown by the milling and baking data reported elsewhere in this bulletin,
is a better milling wheat than Jones Fife and nearly equal to Turkey.

Hybrid 123 (Red Hybrid). This is a red-kerneled club wheat which
is also a cross between Jones Fife and Little Club. During the seven-
year period in which it has been in the varietal trial at Moro, it has
exceeded the yield of the local Turkey wheat 9 percent. The variety is
a high yielding dry-land wheat but wheat buyers and millers maintain
that it is not up to the standard of other wheats in milling quality. The

*WJeat Production as Influenced by Variety, Time of Seeding, enS Source of Seed,
by B. C. Schafer, B. F. Gaines, and 0. B. Barbee, Washington Station Bulletin No. 159.
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results of baking and milling trials, discussed elsewhere, show that the
variety when grown after well-kept summer fallow at Moro produces
a fairly satisfactory milling wheat.

Other Winter Wheat Varieties. F'ortyf old. This variety, correctly
named Goldcoin, has been grown in Eastern Oregon for a long time. It
is still quite extensively grown, but is now chiefly found at high eleva-
tions or on shallow soils. On account of its poor milling quality and its
susceptibility to shattering and to stinking smut, the variety can prob-
ably be replaced very profitably by other higher yielding and much more
desirable winter wheats. The annual shattering loss from this variety
is probably two to three bushels an acre on dry land.

Red Chaff. This variety, which is probably a field hybrid between a
club wheat and Fortyfold, is a commercial variety in Umatilla and Union
counties. The variety is a soft, white, club wheat with brown chaff.
It has not proved winter-hardy at Moro and therefore has not been con-

Fig. 11. Chart showing annual acre yields in bushels of two winter wheats (Turkey and
Fortyfold) and two spring wheats (Early Baart and Marquis) at Moro. Oregon. for
the nine years 1912 to 1921, inciusive.

tinued in the winter wheat varietal trials. It can probably be replaced
as a winter variety by a hardier and higher-yielding type. As a spring
wheat, it is too late in maturing and can be replaced by one of the Fed-
eration wheats or Early Baart.

Jenkin. Several thousand acres of fall-sown Jenkin or Jenkins Club
wheat are grown in Umatilla county. This variety, a late-maturing spring
wheat, has not proved winter-hardy at Moro, and frequently winter kills
in the Blue Mountain section. Careful trials should be conducted to
ascertain whether this wheat cannot be profitably replaced in Umatilla
county with a hardier and higher yielding variety. This variety is
generally recognized as the poorest in quality of the white club wheats.

rA

1914 19 '9A 191? 1918 1919 1920 1921
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SPRING WHEAT

Although winter wheat usually outyields spring wheat in most sec-
tions of Eastern Oregon, considerable spring wheat will always be grown
in this region. After failure of wintei wheat or when fall weather does
not permit extensive seeding, spring varieties are grown. In localities
where winter wheat does not come up well in the fall or in high alti-
tudes where winter wheat is killed by early frosts, spring wheat is better.

In Fig. 11 are shown the annual yields of two winter wheats, Turk-
ey, C. I. 1571, and Fortyfold, and the yields of two spring wheats, Early
Baart and Marq.uis, for the years 1913 to 1921, inclusive. The chart
shows that in four of the nine. years, there was not much difference in
the yields of the winter and spring wheats, but that in the other five
years the winter wheats considerably outyielded the spring wheats.

Hundreds of varieties of spring wheats have been tried at the Moro
Station in rows and in field plots. Those that have been grown two
years or longer in field plots under comparable conditions are listed alpha-
betically in Table XII, with the percentage of yield expressed in terms
of that of the Early Baart variety.

It will be noted from this table that there are several varieties in
the list that have been grown for several years which have exceeded the
yield of the Early Baart variety from 10 to 23 percent. Three of these
wheats, Federation, Hard Federation, and White Federation, introduc-
tions from Australia, have exceeded the yield of the Early Baart variety
for each of the four years during which they have been grown.

Description of Leading Varieties

Pacific Bluestem. This variety was formerly the standard spring
wheat grown in Eastern Oregon. It is a late-maturing, beardless, white
wheat -with a good reputation as a milling wheat. On the dry lands, it
has during recent years been largely replaced by the Early Baart variety.
At the Moro Station, Early Baart has exceeded the yield of Pacific Blue-
stem 10 percent.

Early Baart. This popular dry-land wheat was introduced from
Australia by the United States Department of Agriculture. It is beard-
ed, with soft to semi-hard, large white kernels. It is adapted to sections
of very light rainfall. It is generally considered superior to Pacific Blue-
stem for milling. The straw is rather weak. On account of its large
kernels and its susceptibility to injury by the threshing machine and by
treatment for smut, it must be sown at a thicker rate than most other
spring-wheat varieties.

Bobs. This variety, art introduction from Australia, has been grown
at Moro for nine years. It is an early-maturing, beardless white wheat
of exceptionally good milling quality. For the nine-year period, it has
exceeded the yield of Early Baart 7 percent. The variety is not com-
mercially grown in Oregon.

Hard Federation. This variety is an early-maturing, beardless brown
chaff wheat with short, hard, white kernels. In preliminary trials, this



TABLE XII. ANNUAL AND AVERAGE YIELDS IN BUSHELS PER ACRE OF SPRING WHEAT VARIETIES AT MORO, OREGON,
FOR THE YEARS 1912 TO 1921, INCLUSIVE, WITH THE YIELD OF EACH VARIETY EXPRESSED IN THH PER-

CENTAGE YIELD OF THE EARLY DAART VARIETY

C. I.
No. Variety

Yield
1917

Percent
of Early

Baart1912 1913 1914 1915 1916
per acre-

1918 1919 1920 1921 Total Average
bu. Pu. bu. bu. bu. bu. bu. bu. bu. bu. bu. bu. %Alaska 13.6 15.0 28.6 14.3 56

2407 Aulieata 23.0 22.9 20.2 42.0 108.1 27.0 91
7511-2 Ble Noir 7.5 18.0 18.3 23.6 94.6 13.5 16.0 20.0 151.5 18.9 77
4067 Bluestem (Pacific) 21.3 19.4 20.9 24.0 37.3 17.5 13.0 23.7 18.2 21.5 216.8 21.7 90
2826-1 Bobs 24.2 24.7 25.4 45.5 23.0 18.5 26.4 24.0 26.2 237.9 26.5 107

2227 Chul 12.9 21.5 20.2 59.1 21.7 15.7 131.1 21.9 89
4155 Dale Gloria 8.6 18.3 18.3 40.2 15.1 65

663 Dicklow 13.0 14.7 27.7 13.8 79
1697 Early Baart 19.0 25.0 26.0 26.6 40.9 19.8 14.9 24.2 22.4 23.5 242.5 24.2 100
1697-1 Early Baart 24.0 24.0 48.0 24.0 105

4734 Federation 21.0 28.7 24.5 29.9 104.1 26.0 122
1596 Fretes 25.7 35.1 20.2 81.0 27.0 93
2398 Galgalos 12.7 20.7 18.3 19.0 70.7 17.7 90
1517 Ghirka 19.6 16.2 26.1 32.5 94.4 23.8 77
4733 Hard Federation 21.3 28.7 25.9 29.0 104.9 26.2 123

4980 Hard Federation 26.3 23.5 49.8 24.9 107
2669 Heines Square Head 21.6 22.5 23.6 39.8 107.5 26.9 91
4157 Hybrid 63 15.5 20.6 15.3 51.4 17.1 73
5025 Hybrid 108 8.6 16.0 24.6 12.3 56
2200-1 Karun 24.0 25.4 29.4 37.9 24.0 18.3 23.4 182.4 26.1 103

2203-2 Koo]a 25.8 24.2 33.2 44.8 23.7 17.9 26.4 196.0 28.0 111
1440 Kubanka 16.2 13.6 15.0 18.7 13.3 15.5 87.3 14.2 66
1516 Kubanka 16.0 21.5 18.0 29.5 15.3 13.3 113.6 18.9 74
4066 Little Club 22.6 19.6 19.2 26.0 42.3 17.8 18.0 23.0 20.0 22.2 230.7 23.0 95
4158 Marquis 22.1 22.5 23.1 37.0 20.8 15.0 22.7 19.2 19.7 202.1 22.5 91

6225 Red Bobs 15.0 22.0 37.0 18.5 80
2793 Rieti 21.5 19.5 24.9 29.9 95.6 23.9 81
'346-1-1 Saqynur 47.5 25.0 14.7 132.9 26.6 104
3036 Sonora 4.6 15.3 29.5 24.7 38.6 18.0 18.4 23.7 20.5 184.3 20.5 85
2495 Talimka 27.5 23.0 25.9 44.5 24.7 18.3 25.2 189.1 27.0 107

4981 White Federation . 28. 28.7 27.7 79.7 26.6 114
2404 Yantagbay 19.0 21.3 19.4 25.2 42.4 22.7 14.0 22.2 186 2 23.3 95
2799 Zacatas 15.6 21.0 25.1 37.2 103.0 25.7 87
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and the other Federation wheats at the Moro Station* showed up so well
that they were increased and put in the regular field varietal trials. For
the four years, 1918 to 1921, inclusive, during which this wheat has
been in field trials, it has every year exceeded the yield of Early Baart
and averaged 23 percent higher. The variety is of excellent milling qual-
ity, being superior to either Early Baart or Pacific Bluestem in this re-
spect, as is shown in Table XIII. Considerable Herd Federation wheat
has been distributed from the Moro Station. The Station's results and
reports from farmers who grew it indicate that Hard Federation is the
best dry-land spring wheat except for sections of extremely light rainfall.

Federation. This is a beardless, white wheat with brown chaff, from
which Hard Federation was selected. It matures a little later than Hard
Federation and has a slightly longer head. The kernels are softer than
those of Hard Federation and the wheat is not of as good milling qual-
ity, though about equal to Early Baart. It has proved to be an ex-
ceptionally high yielding wheat under irrigation at the Burns Station
in Oregon and at the Aberdeen Station in Southern Idaho.

Marquis. This is a hybrid wheat produced at the Central Experi-
mental Farm at Ottawa, Canada, and is one of the most widely grown
spring wheats in the United States. It is one of the best coiyirnercially
grown milling wheats. At the Moro Station it has yielded 9 percent less
than Early Baart for a nine-year period. It is grown extensively
in some sections of Eastern Oregon. It can profitably be replaced by
either Hard Federation or Early Baart on the dry-land areas of the
Northwest.

MILLING AND BAKING INVESTIGATIONS

Through a cooperative arrangement with the Office of Cereal In-
vestigations of the Bureau of Plant Industry and the milling and baking
laboratories of the Bureau of Markets of the United States Department of
Agriculture, milling and baking trials have been conducted for several
years with both winter and spring wheats grown at the Moro Station.
Several of these wheats have also been milled from time to time by the
Portland Flouring Mills, Portland, Oregon. From unpublished data
thus obtained Table XIII has been prepared, giving a summary of
some of the data obtained in these investigations with five varieties of
winter and five varieties of spring wheat. In addition to the milling and
baking data are given the average grade, the average bushel weight, and
the average yield of the varieties for the four years 1918 to 1921, in-
clusive. The figures given for the milling and baking data are also
averages for the same four years.

This table shows that Kharkov was the best milling wheat of the
five winter varieties. The loaf volume of Kharkov, however, was ex-
ceeded by that of Hybrid 123. The latter variety was slightly lower in
bushel weight and yielded 3 percent less flour. The texture and color
of the loaves made from Hybrid 123 averaged somewhat lower than the
loaves made from Kharkov. The average data for the Triplet variety
also compare very favorably with those of Kharkov. Its average weight
per bushel was as high, its loaf volume was nearly as high, and the

*For further description of the Federation wheata, see Bulletin No. 877, United
States Department of Agriculture. Australian Wheat Varietiea in the PaciSc Coast
Area.
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texture and color of the loaves were equally as good as those made
from Kharkov. Triplet was 5 percent lower in yield of flour than Khar-
kov. Hybrid 128 did not make a very good showing as compared with
the three varieties named above, and Fortyfold was the poorest milling
wheat of the five. On the market, Hybrid 123 usually brings a lower
price than Hybrid 128. The average milling and baking data for four
years show that Hybrid 123 when grown as a dry-land wheat, is of con-
siderably better milling quality than Hybrid 128. For the four-year

FO1
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Fig. 12. Cross-section of loaves of bread made from four winter-wheat varieties
of the crop of 1921

period, however, the yield of Hybrid 128 averaged 1.4 bushels an acre
more than Hybrid 123. Fig. 12 shows cross-section of loaves of winter
wheats.

The average data for the spring-wheat varieties show that in loaf
volume Marquis slightly exceeded the others, though it was only
7 c. c. higher than Bobs. Bobs exceeded Marquis by 4 percent in flour

KffAHBOV ot1
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yield and averaged higher than any other spring-wheat variety. The
loaf volume of Hard Federation for the four years averaged slight-
ly lower than Marquis but was higher in flour yield and 5.6 lbs.
higher in test weght. The Hard Federation also exceeded Early
Baart in loaf volume and in flour yield. The texture and color of
the loaves made from Hard Federation were slightly better than those
from Marquis and also better than those from Early Baart. Cross-sec-
tions of typical loaves are shown in Fig. 13. For the four years, the

Fig. 13. Cross-section of loaves of bread made from four spring-
wheat varieties of the crop of 1921.

average loaf volume of the five spring wheat varieties exceeded the avet-
age loaf volume of the winter wheat varieties about 20 percent. As is
shown in Table XIII, the spring wheats from every standpoint were bet-
ter milling varieties than the winter wheats. The spring wheats aver-
aged less in bushel weight and 10.4 bushels less in acre yield than the
winter wheats.
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TABLE XIII. AVERAGE YIELD AND AVERAGE MILLING AND BAKING DATA
FOR WHEAT VARIETIES GROWN AT MORO, OREGON, UNDER SIMILAR

CONDITIONS FOR TIlE YEARS 1918 TO 1921, INCLUSIVE

C. I. Yield Bushel Loaf Text-Variety No. 1918-21 weight Grade Protein Flour volume ure Color
bu. lbs. % % %Winter Wheats-

.lCharkov 1442 34.9 60.4 1 Dark Hard
Winter 10.6 70.9 1897 89.1 90.4Triplet 9408 34.5 60.4 1 Red Winter.. 11.3 65.9 1867 89.4 90.6Hybrid 123 4825 35.3 59.8 1 Red Walla 11.7 67.9 1900 88.7 88.4Hybrid 128 4326 36.7 58.0 2 White Club... 12.6 68.2 1795 86.2 87.5Fortyfol,J 4156 26.5 57.6 3 Soft White 12.8 70.1 1602 83.1 86.5

Average 33.6 59.3 11.8 68.6 1812 87.3 88.7
Spring Wheats-
Marquis 4158 19.1 53.5 5 Dark North-

ern Spring 15.7 69.8 2302 91.2 89.0Early Baart ... 1697 21.2 58.8 2 Hard White 33.1 68.1 2080 89.7 91.1Hard Federa-
tion 4733 26.2 58.1 2 Hard White 13.9 71.4 2105 91.7 92.4Federation 4734 26.0 55.6 4 Hard White... 13.4 69.7 2082 88.9 87.2Bobs 2826 22.7 56.9 3 Hard White 14.0 72.8 2295 91.5 91.9
Average 23.0 56.5 14.0 70.3 2173 90.6 90.3


